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Abstract

A current trend inmodern software development is the architectural style ofmicroservices,
which splits up the functionalities of old monolithic applications. These microservices are
highly scalable and there exists a variety of different technologies to support developers set
up the required environment. However, the number of tools comeswith a cost. Each has to
be configured and often the configuration of one tool affects other tools. Sometimes, the
same option can be configured in different software layers. Contradictions in these config-
urations can lead to erroneous behaviour or severe instability and security problems.

In this thesis we developed a graph-based approach to model the configuration options of
technologies as nodes and their dependencies as edges to detect possible misconfigura-
tions and recommend solutions. We call those graphs configuration networks. The main
difference to other approaches is that the conflict detection is agnostic about the tools rep-
resented in the graph and we do not require developers to learn an additional software or
programming language. While we do not have a production-ready application, our proto-
type has already shown promising results.
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1 Introduction

Today, more and more software systems are developed in small, agile, and self-organized
teams. Such an agile development process enables iterative development or rapid proto-
typing, in which a software system is constantly enriched with new functionality. Software
is delivered early, and changes, such as bug fixes and new features, get vastly integrated to
createmultipleworkingbuildsperday togetuser feedbackas soonandasoftenaspossible.
Such a continuous software development requires the use of automation tools. Of course,
those tools are not restricted to agile development. Organizations with other development
processes canmake heavy use of them to improve the work process, too. Therefore, devel-
opers have to learn and work with a number of different concepts and tools.

Oneexample is the continuous integration (CI),where the integrationprocess is transformed
from being complex and time-consuming to being a non-noteworthy event where errors
can be found quickly [1]. Typically, developers use a combination of a Version Control Sys-
tem (VCS), software tests, and a CI server. First, a developer checks out a working copy of
themainline branch of the VCS andmakes some code changes. Then, the code is tested on
thedevelopersmachineusing a test suite, which typically consists of several unit tests [2]. If
written properly, unit tests avoid breaking changes and acceptance testing ensures that the
functional requirements of the software are fulfilled. When no errors occurred, theworking
copyof thedeveloper has tobeupdatedwith the current versionof themainline sinceother
developers could havemade changes, too. Then the changes getmerged into themainline
branch and get tested on the CI server. This process is usually automated, for example with
Git Hooks [3]. The details of this process depends heavily on the combination of the used
VCS, programming language, and choice of automation tools. Errors, occurring at any time
during this process, can be fixed immediately. With this process, multiple stable builds are
created every day, each with new integrated features.

CI is often used in combination with continuous delivery (CD). In CD, new features or bug
fixes are released into production as soon as they are implemented and tested [2]. Since
everything is well tested with CI, these releases can be safely rolled out to the users with-
out worrying about stability. Manual tasks, such as copying the binaries to a web server or
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1 Introduction

configuring the environment to make the software usable, get automated, which leads to
stable and reproducible builds. CD allows shorter release cycles and therefore faster user
feedback. If new bugs that were not caught by the test suite, are introduced, they can be
found quickly and become easier to fix because they are probably in code that was recently
written. Since the software is delivered very often, it can be efficiently automated and the
delivery process gets very stable. This also enables easy rollbacks and immediate releases
if necessary.

All of this automation enables theDevOps culture. Its goal is to reduce the separation of op-
erations and development and therefore decrease the time until a new implemented fea-
ture or a bug fix is introduced in the production build. This removed separation also leads
to a shared responsibility of developers and operations teams over thewhole development
cycle and lifetime of the software as well as the infrastructure, such as cloud environment
configuration. Since developers have to care about operational problems and operations
teams can give fast feedback, they can improve the deployment process together with au-
tomation tools [4] to model an Infrastructure as Code, where interactive configurations are
replaced by automation scripts. The organizational culture of DevOps also demands teams
to be autonomouswhich allows them tomake those decisions on their own. This increased
collaboration between development and operations (hence the name) leads to more pro-
ductivity [5].

In parallel, in recent years, software systems became more and more complex with the in-
tegration of third-party dependencies and the need for different configuration options for
different target systems. To manage those dependencies, build tools are used, which are
often extensible with plugins for additional functionality, such as code quality checks [6].
Some build tools such as Gradle or Maven even provide wrapper shell scripts that pull the
current version of the build tool building of the software application on machines without
installing the build tool. This simplifies the initial configuration of CI servers, which de-
pends on the used build tool. Some build tools usemarkup languages, such as XML, others
use general-purpose programming languages, such as Groovy, or have their own syntax,
such as Make.

To conclude, various tools and programming languages are used, each with their own de-
pendencies and configuration options. They can even depend on each other, whichmeans
that changes to the toolchain can require non-trivial alterations of various configuration
files and code artifacts. This leads to a situation where all these tools, which originally had
the purpose of simplifying the development and delivery process, form a complex problem
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of their own.

All of the mentioned challenges arising from configurability apply to the development of
web applications. A current trend in this domain is to adopt a modern architecture style
called microservices. Microservices replace the old code bases of monolithic applications
which rely on legacy technologies andarehard toupgradebecauseof tight couplingof their
internal components. With microservices, an application is split up into many smaller ser-
vices that call each other. Since scaling is done by continuously adjusting the number of
instances of amicroservice, one cannot rely on fixed addresses for inter-microservice com-
munication. Thus, mechanisms for service discovery are needed. This also includes mon-
itoring of the services to isolate errors and Application programming interface (API) docu-
mentation to enable efficient collaboration between different teams. All of these aspects
are related to the infrastructure at which themicroservices are running on, again requiring
a substantial amount of configuration.

While there aremanyadvantagesof thedifferent kindsofmicroservices overmonolithic ap-
proaches, such as better scalability and higher agility, the required environment is highly
complex. Therefore, a number of different technologies to manage the combination of mi-
croservices and general software development infrastructures emerged in the last years. A
lot of those tools have more than one purpose and some of these purposes are optional.
Also, these tools do not exist in a vacuum but often depend on each other in their con-
figuration. This can lead to a Cross-stack Configuration Error (CsCE) [7], which is an error
that occurs in a software when a developer changes the configuration in another software
or tool. CsCEs can result in unexpected behaviour or crashes. With an increasing number
of used tools, the number of additional required changes can rise, too. In a microservice
environment, these errors can cascade to other services as well, breaking the whole infras-
tructure.

One introductory example would be that amicroservice defines its port in the source code:

// port of the service as member of the main class
private int port = 8081;

If this software should run in a containerized environment, such as Docker, we need to ex-
pose this port in the dockerfile, too:
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# make port 8081 available from outside of the container
EXPOSE 8081

Now, we created dependencies between a code artifact and a configuration file, such that
we need to keep both properties consistent. This is challenging as both properties are in
very different development artifacts and there is no obvious connection or tracing avail-
able. Of course, those dependency problems can get much more complicated. Some set-
tings can even contradict each other. A good example, given by Sayagh et al. [7], is the
configuration of themaximummemory a PHP script can use in a web application. This can
be specified in the web server, the PHP interpreter, or the content-management system.

There is a high demand for a good solution for these kinds of problems, as called by Google
engineer Matt Welsh “an escape from configuration hell” [8] or “the next big challenge for
the system research” by John Wilkes [9].

To improve these tedious and error-prone manual configuration processes of software, re-
searchers tried to develop mechanisms to detect and solve those conflicts automatically.
Unfortunately, existing solutions are often not very reliable or are restricted to isolated
toolsets (e.g. Docker and Java, or PHP) [10].

The goal of this thesis is to develop a tool to represent the artifacts of thewhole CDpipeline,
independent of the used technologies as nodes in a network. Methods for integrating tech-
nologies into the network can be developed independently from other technologies. This
means that providers of a technology can develop their own parsers for their configuration
files without having to look into parsers of other technologies. Edges between those nodes
correspond to a dependency between them.

In this thesis we contribute an approach that provides a basic for using networks to rep-
resent dependencies and a possibility to find configuration conflicts by interpreting the
changes in the network. The conflict detection mechanism does not have to be aware of
what actual technology or configuration options the nodes in the network represent. A cat-
egorization into concepts, artifacts, configuration options, and shared configuration items
is enough. This allows developers to use this in future work together with an automatic de-
tection of the used software stack and their used features, in existing projects to detect or
prevent possible cross-stack configuration errors.

The next chapter presents some background on microservice architecture and the com-
monly used software. In the third chapter we will explain how we build and use config-
uration networks to solve dependency problems between the configurations of different
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technologies in a project. Then we will evaluate our approach with a synthetic and a real-
world example in the fourth chapter. Finally, in the last chapter we will discuss our results
and give and overview of the future work for configuration networks.
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2 Background and Related Work

In this chapter, we introduce the concept ofmicroservices, its requirements of the software
infrastructure and some of the most common software solutions for those requirements.
Furthermore, we provide an overview of related approaches targeting the resolution of
cross-component configuration errors.

2.1 Microservices

In 2011, the software architecture termmicroservices emerged [11]. This architectural style
became very popular since then. Themain idea is to split up an application into small inde-
pendent parts (the microservices) that each have their own process and can communicate
with each other over the network.

The usual approach to explain microservices is the comparison to the monolithic architec-
ture [11], where server applications are build as a single unit. This single unit handles Hy-
pertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) requests, usually contains a database backend and does
all the business logic. Such a system is relatively easy to test. Scaling can be done by de-
ploying additional instances of the whole system (see Figure 2.1a) behind a load-balancer.
The problems with monolithic systems are, that you have to choose one software stack for
all functionality even if it is not optimal for some parts. Also, even if the application is build
very modular, it is often hard or impossible to make changes in one part without affecting
others. Deploying can also only be done as a whole, because the entire system has to be
rebuilt. This can often lead to slow development and frustrating legacy code bases that
cannot be upgraded to avoid breaking other modules.

In the microservice approach, every microservice is an independent software developed
by different teams respectively. Each team can choose the most fitting programming lan-
guage 1, build system, database and the rest of the software stack. The different microser-
vices communicate over lightweight interfaces like Representational state transfer (REST).
1Some organizations may have some language constraints, e.g. Netflix and Twitter mostly use the Java Vir-
tual Machine (JVM) [12]
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(a) Onemonolithic application on each
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(b) A, B, C, and D as microservices in
containers, distributed on the servers

according to the demand.

Figure 2.1: Scaling of monolithic andmicroservice architectures.

This leads to two advantages over the monolithic architecture: First, when some team de-
cides to rewrite everything in a new programming language, other microservices are not
affected and do not have to be redeployed. Second, each service can be scaled indepen-
dently from the others (see Figure 2.1b).

The micro in microservice does not relate to the number of lines of code but to the scope
of functionality. Similar to the Unix philosophy [13], eachmicroservice does one thing, and
does it well.

Microservices are not the best solution for all problems though. To successfully use mi-
croservices, a number of technologies has to be learned and used. This includes service
discovery, monitoring, CD/CI which will be explained in later subsections, and finding the
right size for the various microservices. Also, building robust microservice infrastructure
is very difficult since testing is much harder. In addition, one has to factor in the network
when onemicroservice calls another one. The twomain problems here are latency and lost
packages.

In the following subsections, we will explain some of the concepts and capabilities that are
required for microservices.
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2.1 Microservices

2.1.1 Containers

Containers are one of the key technologies for microservices. One physical machine for
eachmicroservice is very impractical since there can be a huge number of service instances
that have to be started and destroyed on the fly. Each physical machine should be able to
handle multiple kinds of microservice instances. Those should not be restricted to live on
a certain physical machine, since both would lead to either idling machines or a physical
constraint on the scalability.

A naive solution is to have a Virtual Machine (VM) for each instance but this would be too
much overhead. Each instance of amicroservice requires the same configuration of theOp-
erating system (OS) and usually all microservices run on Linux OSs. Therefore, there would
be a lot duplication for each client, which demands a lot of space (see Figure 2.2a). In addi-
tion, a hypervisor is needed and the startup time is relatively high since a whole OS has to
be booted.

Hypervisor

Application

Guest OS

Application

Guest OS

Application

Guest OS

Host OS
(a) Virtualization

Host OS

Application

Runtime

Container

Application

Runtime

Container

Application

Runtime

Container

(b) Container

Figure 2.2: Comparision of Virtualization and Containers [14].

A solution for this problem is the use of containers. Containers share the kernel with the
host which saves space and reduces the startup time. Because of the small footprint, con-
tainers are highly portable. The current container technologies originated in BSD Jails [15,
16]. Paul Menage implemented the first version for the mainline Linux kernel [17]. Those
were renamed to control groups later [18]. Control groups enable the host to share and also
limit resources (CPU andmemory) each container can consume [19, p. 9].

Namespaces limit the visibility a process has on other processes, networking and file sys-
tems [19, p. 9]. This is necessary since deploy scripts for software that runs in containers
often needs a root user (e.g. to install packages with the package manager) but this root
user clearly should not have the same permissions on the host system. Control groups and
namespacesarecombined in LinuxContainers (LXC) [20],whichprovides tools forusingcon-
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tainers [14].

Since June 2015, there is also theOpen Containers Initiative (OCI), a project under the Linux
Foundation. Its goals are to create standards for runtime and image specifications for con-
tainers [21].

2.1.2 Container Orchestration

Containers have to be instantiated and destroyed continuously depending on the demand.
They can be deployed on many machines/server hosts. Because deploying and monitor-
ing them manually would be very inefficient, so additional container orchestration tools
are necessary. Therefore, container-orchestration has a number of different features [22].
First, it manages the deployment of the containers. This includes the initial deployment,
updating the containers when new images are built, and deploying additional containers
for scaling purposes. Since the orchestration knows about all container hosts, it can also be
used for service discovery, load-balancing, and healthmonitoring. With healthmonitoring,
it can also replace crashed containers to ensure the availability of a service.

2.1.3 Service Discovery

In a microservice environment it is mostly unknown how many instances of each service
exists since services are constantly instantiated and destroyed. For this reason, one cannot
call a service by just knowing its IP address. There has to be somemechanism tomake the
correct addresses available to the other services, called service discovery. There are two
possible variants of service discovery: server-side and client-side discovery. In both cases,
services have to register themselves at a service registry.

In the server-side discovery model (see Figure 2.3), a client sends its request to a load-
balancerwhichacts asaproxy [23]. This load-balancer thenchoosesan instanceof a service
from the service registry and propagates the request to the actual service. This approach
is very easy to use and most of the time build in into the container orchestration. Because
every request has to be handled by the load balancer, this could decrease performance and
reduce the resilience.

Another possibility is the client-side discovery (see Figure 2.4). Here, the client directly
receives the addresses of the instances from the service registry, caches them, and then
chooses one instance with its own load-balancing strategy [23]. While this negates the dis-
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Client Load Balancer

Service Registry

Service

Service

Service

Figure 2.3: Server-side Discovery.

advantages of the server-side discovery, it increases the complexity in the clients. Entries
in the cache of clients can become stale.

Client
Load

Balancer

Service Registry

Service

Service

Service

Figure 2.4: Client-side Discovery.

2.1.4 Continuous Delivery and Continuous Integration

Although CD and CI are different concepts, with different purposes, they are often used in
combination and entwined with each other. Themain idea of CD is that all changes should
go safely, without hassle into production quickly and on demand. This requires the code
base to be always in a deployable state. Thus, traditional integration and testing phases
have to be eliminated. With separate integration and testing phases, it would take a long
time for new features to be available in the master branch. Of course, all of this has to be
achievedwithout sacrificing stability. In fact, thereare surveys [24] that claimthat reliability
and stability increases with these methods. In CD, every repetitive task, such as unit and
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regression testing anddelivery, becomesautomated in thedelivery pipeline (see Figure 2.5),
which is the starting point for every CD / CI development environment, to allow developers
to spend their time on actually developing.

Developer Commit Stage VCS CI Server Release

commit

run local tests
Feedback

push

deploy

run acceptance tests

deliver
Feedback

manual tests
Feedback

Figure 2.5: Delivery Pipeline

To remove integration and testing phases without reducing the quality, automated test
suites are used. Unit and functional acceptance tests can be run locally after each com-
mit into the VCS to discover bugs very fast. Those tests are automated since it costs a lot
of time and is error prone when done manually by people. Developers have to write new
unit tests every time they discover a new bug that was not caught by the test suite. After
the local tests are run and the developer attempts to merge with the master branch, the
automated acceptance tests are run on the CI server. This way, the software has high sta-
bility from the beginning for each release. Those releases can be already tested manually
for nonfunctional acceptance, for example by customers, to give additional feedback that
is not possible with automated tests. This also includes usability and exploratory testing.
Problems with those or the demand for additional features can be brought to the devel-
opers early enough to allow them to work on those. Since code is deployable at any time,
with an automated delivery process that is applied multiple times each day, this process
becomes well-tested and thus robust and almost risk free.

Another principle is to work only in small batches. This allows new features to be finished
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2.1 Microservices

quickly. As soon as those features are ready, they are integrated in the master branch. In
contrast to traditional development processes, everyone is responsible for everything, so
developers cannot just work on their own isolated branch until an integration phase be-
gins. Since code is constantly merged in the master branch, with proper testing, the inte-
gration happens automatically and immediately. This also gives the developers feedback
very early, which prevents unnecessary work and is also more motivating for developers,
thus increasing efficiency.

Popular automation tools for CD are Jenkins and Ansible. For Jenkins [25] the delivery
pipeline is configured in a Jenkinsfile, a text file which can be written in either Java,
JavaScript, Ruby, Python, or PHP that can be checked into a project’s VCS repository [26].
Ansible [27] is an automation software, that connects to remotemachines over Secure Shell
(SSH) to run certain commands. It allows to either run ad-hoc commands or towrite scripts
in YAML, called playbooks [28].

2.1.5 External Configuration

Some services need to be configured on how they have to connect to external services, for
example, URLsor login credentials [29]. This configuration can changeduringdevelopment
or depending on the environment. For example, there could be a different database for the
testing environment than in production. Since there can be any number of instances for
each service, it is not feasible to restart or even recompile all of themafter the configuration
or the environment changes. Therefore, external configuration servers (see Figure 2.6 [30])
exist. At startup, a microservice gets the location of the configuration server via the service
discovery and requests the configuration. The configuration server then returns the con-
figuration that is stored in some VCS repository. Each service has an API to be forced to get
the new configuration and apply them at runtime.

2.1.6 Monitoring

With a high number of different services working together, it becomes crucial to monitor
all of them. When a failure in the system occurs, one has to determine in which service the
failure occurred andwhat went wrong. A service can logmultiple things such as health sta-
tus, hardware utilization, number of database connections, number of requests, response
times, health status of dependencies, or errors and exceptions. Good monitoring includes
warnings for anomalies such that developers can fix bugs before they become a problem.
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VCS
push new configuration

Developer get configurationService

Service Discovery

read configuration

Configuration Server
force configuration

update

get location
of configuration server

Figure 2.6: Configuration server setup.

Alerting means not only to warn of potential errors, but also to avoid too many false posi-
tives (i.e. noise). Monitoring can become very hard when the communication between ser-
vices is asynchronous.

2.1.7 Sidecar

To get all the functionality needed for a microservice environment, different libraries were
developed to reduce the amount of work for developers to integrate the different technolo-
gies. However, those libraries areoftenverybig andcomplexand therefore restricted toone
programming language andnot reimplemented for others [31]. This negates the advantage
that microservices theoretically can be implemented in different programming languages,
since developers understandablymade heavy use of those libraries and implemented their
services in the corresponding languages.

To reclaim the possibility to use arbitrary programming languages for implementing a mi-
croservice, sidecars or service proxies are used. Those are services in their own container,
deployed together on the same host with the services that need them [32]. By deploying
them together with themicroservices, they do not have to communicate over the network,
reducing latency and package loss. This allows developers to use well tested technologies
for basic functionality that is common between different services, such as monitoring or
logging, while allowing them to implement their microservices in the programming lan-
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guage of their choice. Additionally, since the sidecar functionality is separated from the
microservice itself, errors are encapsulated in the sidecar container, therefore preventing
cascading errors.

2.1.8 Build Tools

Build tools are an automation of the compiling and linking processes to generate software
builds. They have different options for the configurations (targets) of the software they
build, such as debug and release targets or targets for different hardware platforms. Ad-
ditionally, they are responsible for running automated test suites and generating test re-
ports. Modern build tools usually manage the integration of third-party libraries, for which
some have dedicated repositories. They can often be extended through plugins. Plugins
can provide other helpful functionality such as code-quality checks or preprocessing capa-
bilities.

Theconfigurationofbuild tools is usually done in specific configuration files. These files can
be very different between different build tools. Some build tools are configured in markup
languages, others are used with general-purpose programming languages, and some have
their very own syntax. In amicroservice environment, different build tools have to be used,
since they are often tied to a specific programming language or a small set of programming
languages.

2.2 Common Microservice-related Tools

For all of the previous mentioned technologies, there are multiple open-source software
(OSS) tools that attempt to provide these functionalities. Many of those tools have more
than one purpose and have different optional features. They can also sometimes integrate
other tools. In this subsection, we give an overview over some of the more popular tools:
how to include them, what is their functionality, which options they provide, and what de-
pendencies they have.

2.2.1 Eureka

Eureka is a software by Netflix, designed for service discovery in the Amazon Web Services
(AWS) cloud. It also has basic load balancing capabilities. Eureka provides a REST-based
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endpoint and a Java client with additional capabilities. Since only the Java client provides
all functionality, Eureka is hard to use in non-Java environments.

2.2.2 Docker

Docker is a popular open source container platform [33]. The purpose of Docker is to solve
theworks onmymachine-problem [34, p. 8-9]. The problem is that developers usually have
different versions of libraries on their machines than the ones on the production server.
When the code is deployed to the production server, it does not work and the developers
claimthateverythingworked fineon theirmachinesand leave theproblemto the serverop-
erators. It is often not possible (or even desirable) that everymachine has the same version
of the same libraries, runs the same OS, and every developer uses the same tools. Docker
solves these problems with a software that makes containers easy to use on different OSs
with union file systems, which are small images with a snapshot of the container’s file sys-
tem. [19, p. 10]. Therefore, developers can build their services for the desired and pre-built
docker image, and test everything on their ownmachines.

Docker has its own built-in mechanism of container orchestration, named swarm mode,
which replaced the now deprecated Docker Swarm [35]. The swarm mode is capable of
container orchestration, service discovery, and load balancing [36].

The configuration of a docker container is in the dockerfile, a plain-text file which con-
sists of Docker instructions.

2.2.3 Spring

Spring is a popular Java Framework by Pivotal Software for building Java-based web ap-
plications [37]. It contains the component Spring Boot that supports various APIs such as
RESTorWebsockets. Applicationsbuiltwith Spring caneither useSQLorNoSQLdatabases.
As a runtime, developers can choose between Tomcat, Jetty, and Undertow. To configure
Spring applications, Java annotations are used (see Listing 1).

With Spring Cloud, additional tools for distributed systems, such as external configura-
tion [39] or service discovery, can be integrated easily.

They also provide Spring Initializr [40], a web service for generating Spring projects with
configurable dependencies.
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import org.springframework.boot.*;
import org.springframework.boot.autoconfigure.*;
import org.springframework.web.bind.annotation.*;

@RestController
@EnableAutoConfiguration
public class Example {

@RequestMapping("/")
String home() {

return "Hello World!";
}

public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception {
SpringApplication.run(Example.class, args);

}
}

Listing 1: Hello World example from Spring Boot documentation [38, chap. 11.3].

2.3 Problem Definition: Configuration Errors

Due to the high complexity of distributed cloud-based systems, the main cause for their
failures are because of misconfigured components, which are hard to debug [41]. Systems
often have a large number of configuration options. For example, the MySQL database
has over 400 different parameters, and usually the number of options increases with new
releases [42]. Those configuration options and their constraints are often not well docu-
mented or designed [43]. Additionally, parameters can depend on other parameters of the
software or the system/software stack [44]. One big problem is that the occurrence of a
configuration error does not necessarily mean that parameters have illegal values. Yin et
al. [45] state that about half of the configuration errors have legal values, but do not work
with the underlying system of the desired functionality.

Xu et al. [41] categorize configuration parameters as follows:

• Environment: Contains information that is required during the runtime of a program.
Examples for this are local ports, location of service discovery servers, or the loca-
tion of databases. These kind of parameters can easily break for a component, when
another component changes its configuration.

• Features: Specifies used optional functionality.
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• Resource: Defines which resources are provided and with which constraint, such as
hardware, memory allocation, or software resources such as the number of connec-
tions to databases.

• Performance: Allow to optimize the software’s performance.
• Security: Restricting access on resources and API of a software.
• Reliability: All parameters for specifying the availability of a service, such as data
backups or standby servers.

• Modules: Used libraries.
• Versions: The specific versions of used libraries.

The configurations are usually stored in text files in various formats (JavaScript Object No-
tation (JSON), XML, software-specific formats) for cloud-based systems since they are often
runonUnix-like systems. Another possibilitywouldbea centralized configurationdatabase
such as the Windows Registry that stores settings of the Windows OS.

Configuration gets much harder in big systems with many services, each managed by a
different team. Those teams have no view or control over the components so that cross-
component errors can easily occur [45] and are hard to debug when developers are not
even aware of the influence of other components [8]. Additionally, most solutions for con-
figuration management consider only single components.

There are different approaches to ensure the correctness of configurations. The simplest
and most common one is probably to define certain rules for valid configurations. Those
rules can be checked before running an application to detect invalid configurations. How-
ever, asmentioned earlier, this approach only covers some cases of configuration errors.

Another approach is to try to use automated learning to recognize patterns of correct con-
figurations of systems. Then, new configurations can be checked whether they are similar
to the correct configurations and if not, assume that they are erroneous. Yet, these tools
have to be very accurate to become useful for developers. Too many false negatives are
obviously bad because this means that developers can feel that those tools do not make a
difference. On the other hand, too many false positives can lead to developers ignoring all
warnings of possible configuration errors [46].

The current solution for system operators that have to deal with these configurations is to
make use of automatic deployment tools. Instead of configuring heterogeneous systems
manually,with configuration scripts, a specific configuration is generated for eachmachine.
Theavailable commands for those automations are very low level (e.g. “copy this file on this
machine”) which makes the resulting scripts usually very long and complicated [47].
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Finding easy-to-use solutions for ensuring correct configurations becomes evenmore nec-
essary today because cloud computing is very accessible even for less technical users.

2.4 Graphs

In this thesis, the dependencies of different configuration artifacts will be represented as
a graph. Therefore, we use the following definitions for graphs and their properties by Va-
liente [48].

Definition 2.1. A graph G = (V,E) consists of a finite nonempty set V of vertices and a
finite setE ⊆ V × V of edges.

Definition 2.2. Awalk from vertex vi to vertex vj in a graph is an alternating sequence

[vi, ei+1, vi+1, ei+2, . . . , vj−1, ej, vj]

of vertices and edges in the graph, such that ek = (vk−1, vk) for k = i + 1, . . . , j. A trail
is a walk with no repeated edges, and a path is a trail with no repeated vertices (except,
possibly, the initial and final vertices). The length of a walk, trail, or path is the number of
edges in the sequence.

Definition 2.3. LetG = (V,E) be a graph, and letW ⊆ V . A graph (W,S) is a subgraph of
G if S ⊆ E.

Definition 2.4. A graph G = (V,E) is undirected if (v, w) ∈ E implies (w, v) ∈ E, for all
v, w ∈ V .

2.5 Related Work

Solving configuration problems became the subject of many researchers in the last years.
An overview and categorization of the different kinds of configuration errors that can occur
in software systems is given by Xu et al. [41]. Their work further discussed the cause of
these errors and the difficulties that developers have to deal with when trying to prevent
or fix configuration errors. Furthermore, they categorized approaches to solve or prevent
those misconfigurations either by designing the configuration options of the systems itself
or by additional tools and gave examples of implementations of those tools.

Work on analyzing what kinds of configuration errors occur and how relevant they are, is
done by Yin et al. [45]. They analyzed 546 misconfigurations in CentOS, MySQL, Apache
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HTTP Server, and OpenLDAP. In addition to classifications for the types of configuration er-
rors, they looked intohowsystemscommunicateerroneous configurationsandhowhelpful
their errormessages are for developers to fix the configurations. Their conclusionwas, that
a large number of those misconfigurations are very hard to debug.

Gunawi et al. [49] did similar work with a focus on the cloud systems Hadoop MapReduce,
HDFS, HBase, Cassandra, and ZooKeeper. Over the course of a year, they build a database
consisting of 3655 issues from bug trackers of these systems. They divided the configura-
tion errors they found in two categories: The first are configurations that are invalid, often
caused by updates of some parts of a system and the second are misconfigurations on pa-
rameters that lead to errors in combination with the configuration of other parameters.

Misconfigurations in the popular content management system Wordpress on LAMP stacks
are studied by Sayagh et al. [50]. In these systems, configurations can be done in multiple
places, such as the Linux operating system, the Apache web server, the MySQL database,
PHP, the Wordpress application and its plugins. These configurations can set the same pa-
rameter in multiple places or indirectly depending on other parameters. They measured
the direct and indirect usage of configuration options. They found out that the average
number of configuration options of a Wordpress plugin in 87% and the majority of Word-
press’s configurations are reused by at least two plugins and most configuration options.
They concluded thatmulti-layer systems are very error-prone because often a lot of config-
uration options are used indirectly, which also makes the configurations of these systems
hard to debug.

To solve configuration errors, Verbowski et al. [51] tried an approach where configuration
changes are monitored and have to be approved by other developers with their software
LiveOps. This is a program that takes the logs of different systems and relevant operating
system logs like load or access to configuration files. Then it generates, depending how
LiveOps is configured for that system,web reports, alerts ormessages for other software.

Another approach for configuration management is integrated into Puppet by Vanbrabant
et al. [52]. It interprets a subset of Puppet’s configuration language to compute the oper-
ations to change a system’s configuration by editing textual configuration files. They also
used an authorizationmechanism to prevent unprivileged developers frommaking uncon-
trolled critical configuration changes.

ConfValley by Huang et al. [53] is a framework for validating configurations in the deploy-
mentprocess. It canbeused in thedeploymentprocess toensure that configurations follow
their specifications, written in their language CPL. They are also able to automatically gen-
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erate tests from either constraints extracted from the source code or from configuration
data. While testing their approach on Microsoft Azure, they also found 40 new configura-
tions errors.

Sayagh et al. [7] presented another approach to findmisconfigurations. They take an error
message and then analyze the source code to build a dependency graph, starting from the
error message. At the end, their algorithm outputs a list of possible incorrect configuration
option. With their approach they were able to find the misconfigured options with a high
accuracy in the first suggestions of their algorithm.

Hassan et al. [10] developed RUDSEA, a tool that analyses source code and configuration
files to recommend updates to the related dockerfile. They evaluated their approach on
40 different projects, taken from Github. With RUDSEA they could recommend the correct
location for an update with 78.5% and the correct update with 44.1%.

These approaches all have some problems in our opinion. Either they have a restriction
on the toolset used for a project, for example they require to be deployed with Puppet, or
new software has to be configured and learned, such as ConfValley or LiveOps. In contrast
to that, we want to develop an approach, which is not specific to any tools and does not
require developers to lean of a new software.
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Tomodel the configurationoptionsanddependencies of softwareprojects,wemodel those
as graphs, called configuration networks. Each used software, configuration option, and
software artifact is represented as a node in this network and is connected to all its depen-
dencies. For example, a dockerfile is only useful if Docker is used, and the Docker instruc-
tion FROM can only occur in a dockerfile. Nodes representing a configuration option can
have connections to other configuration options, that is they share a configuration with
them.

Each software has to be implemented differently, depending on the possible configuration
options, their meaning and the actual used options. After each change in the project we
have to validate our graph again, include new software and exclude unused software. With
this configuration network we can track which nodes and therefore which options in which
software artifacts are affected by changes in a configuration option.

In the following, we present our terminology for different components of software projects
andhowwedefineconfigurationnetworks. Then,wewill explain theconstructionof the ini-
tial configurationnetworkof aproject andhow touse this network to find cross-component
errors.

3.1 Network Definition

A configuration network is an undirected graph, built from the following types of nodes (see
Figure 3.1): A root node, concept nodes, option nodes and Shared Configuration Item (SCI)
nodes. The root node is followed by an arbitrary number of concept nodeswhich represent
used software or more abstract concepts like source code, which has to be followed by a
programming language specific subconcept. Their purpose is mainly to reach a granular-
ity needed for certain configuration properties. Concept nodes can be followed by other
concept nodes.

Files are modelled as artifact nodes and can occur multiple times in a concept. Their loca-
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tions are attributes of the nodes. Artifact nodes are followedby configuration optionswhich
stand for commands or lines of code in the artifact that configure a setting of the project.
They have the location (i.e. line number) in the artifact as an attribute. Options can have
other options as children to model nested configuration files like XML files. SCI nodes are
the leaf nodes of options and represent actual configuration parameters. SCI nodes can
have edges tomultiple options that is, all of these options configure the same setting in the
project. Finally, options can have attributes. Each option has always the attributemutable,
which is set to True by default. For options of external services that cannot be changed by
the developer team of the current software solution, this attribute can be set to False.

Project

… ConceptConcept

Artifact

File Path
…Artifact

File Path
Concept … Concept

Option

Location in Artifact

…Option

Location in Artifact

Attribute

Value
… Attribute

Value

SCI

Value of SCI
…SCI

Value of SCI

Option

Location in Artifact

… Option

Location in ArtifactSCI

Value of SCI

Option

Location in Artifact

Figure 3.1: Types of nodes and their hierarchy in configuration networks.

Concepts have a static network which defines all possible artifacts, options, SCIs, and sub-
concepts for a technology. We also have to define the cues, with which we can see that a
concept is used. To construct a configuration network for a project we parse its VCS reposi-
tory and identify used concepts. After that, weuse the concept’s static network to seewhich
artifacts belong to the concept. From those artifacts and the static network, we can deduce
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the used options and the values of the SCIs.

Next, we explain how to build the configuration network, using an exemplarymicroservice.
For our running example, we assume the following file structure and the use of an external
Eureka instance to realize service discovery:

.
├── src
│   ├── a.java
│   └── b.java
└── dockerfile

As a first step to create the configuration network, we define a root node. Then, we have to
extract the components that exist in the software solution. As for now, this extraction pro-
cess is manual, but should be automated in the future. One concept of our example is the
source code. Based on the files we find, we know that we have Java code. We model both
as concepts. Then we add artifact nodes for the two source files a.java and b.java (see
Figure 3.2).

Project

Source Code

Java Code

src/a.java src/b.java

Figure 3.2: Example microservice with source code files.

The filea.java contains the definition of the port thismicroservice listens to andb.java
the location of the service discovery. This is done by setting variables in the source code,
which get modeled as options. The actual values for the port and the service discovery
location are added as SCIs to the network (see Figure 3.3).

Because the microservice is deployed via Docker, the VCS repository contains a docker-
file (see Figure 3.4a). The dockerfile exposes the port of the microservice. This is
the same port as specified in a.java. Therefore, we can connect both port SCI nodes to
represent that they can not be changed independently (see Figure 3.4b).

The service discovery depends on an external instance of Eureka. We assume that the con-
figuration of the used Eureka instance is given by some file artifact available to us. This ar-
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Project

Source Code

Java Language

a.java

int port

b.java

String serviceDiscoveryLocation

Port Service Discovery Location

Figure 3.3: Example microservice with added properties and configuration values.

tifact contains the definition of the location URL. Since this configuration may be readable
by us, but not modifiable, we set the Eureka URL node’s mutable attribute to False (see
Figure 3.5).

When a developer changes the port in a.java, we can check which other option nodes
are connected to the port SCI to get the locations in the other artifacts where the developer
has to make changes. In this case, it would require to adjust the EXPOSE command in the
dockerfile.

To find the exact locations in the artifactswhere the developer has tomake the changes, we
stored these locations of the options in their corresponding artifact as attributes of option
nodes.

Whenanartifact is changedwecan lookat its underlying conceptnodes to seewhether they
match the changed locations. To findout the exact locationwhere changes are required,we
can follow the paths from the Port SCI node over the option nodes to the artifact nodes (see
Figure 3.6).

If a developer would change the URL of the service discovery in b.java, we see that this
would affect the external Eureka node. Since this is not in the scope of the current micro-
service, we want to give a warning that this configuration probably breaks the service.

To summarize the example, when a change in a SCI occurs, we have to follow all paths from
that SCI until we reach artifact and external nodes. Artifact nodes have to be changed, ex-
ternal nodes cannot be changed. Hence, we have to warn the developer.

To make use of this configuration network, we need the following:
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Project

Source Code

Java Language

a.java

int port

b.java

String serviceDiscovery

Port

Service Discovery Location

Dockerfile

Docker

EXPOSE

Port

(a) Multiple instances of the port SCI.

Project

Source Code

Java Language

a.java

int port

b.java

String serviceDiscovery

Port

Service Discovery Location

Dockerfile

Docker

EXPOSE

Port

(b) EXPOSE and int port are connected.

Figure 3.4: Example microservice with source code and docker.

1. A Database of static configuration networks for different concepts, either build man-
ually or automatically.

2. A network initialization tool, that parses a project for its used concepts and then con-
structs the initial configuration network for this specific project. Concepts should be
implemented as plugins, to allow an easy integration of new concepts.

3. On changes in the source code, we need a tool that tracks these changes in the con-
figuration network to find possible errors

4. When detecting a conflict, we want to recommend solutions.

In the following we will construct prototypes of parsers of different concepts to build a
project’s initial configuration network and focus on detecting changes and resolving er-
rors.

3.2 Network Initialization and Update

For the initial construction, we checkout the current version of the master branch from a
VCS. We assume that this initial configuration is correct. This allows us to parse the source
code for occurrences of existing SCIs (from other concepts) and connect those to the corre-
sponding option nodes later instead of having to validate the initial network first. Based on
thedetected files, we candeduce someused technologies, such as the existence of configu-
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Project

Source Code

Java Language

a.java
Location: src/a.java

int port
location: line 11

b.java
Location: src/b.java

String serviceDiscovery
location: line 23

Port

Service Discovery Location

Eureka URL

Location: line 5

External Eureka Configuration

URL or Local Path

Eureka

Mutable

False

Docker

Dockerfile

Location: dockerfile

EXPOSE
location: line 3

Port

Figure 3.5: Example network with Eureka and additional attributes for nodes.

ration files for build systemsorDockerfiles. This givesus the first SCIs. Fromthe source files,
we can easily get the used programming language. Whenwe analyze these files further, we
can obtain additional information. Include statements in source files or build system con-
figurations give us more information about the used libraries and external services. For
example, if we find the element in Listing 2 in the pom.xml, we know that Eureka is used
(and can further deduce that Java Development Kit (JDK) 1.8 or higher is used, since this
is a requirement). Furthermore, annotations in Java files provide concrete configuration
commands and can be grasped to further create the configuration network.
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Project

Source Code

Java Language

a.java
Location: src/a.java

int port
location: line 11

b.java
Location: src/b.java

String serviceDiscovery
location: line 23

Port

Service Discovery Location

Docker

Dockerfile

Location: dockerfile

EXPOSE
location: line 3

Port

Eureka URL

External Eureka Configuration

Eureka

Mutable

False
change the port

change required at

'EXPOSE' in line 3

change required

change required

Figure 3.6: Impact of changing the port.

<dependency>
<groupId>com.netflix.eureka</groupId>
<artifactId>eureka-client</artifactId>
<version>1.1.16</version>

</dependency>

Listing 2: Including Eureka with Maven.

The properties of external services such as service discovery have to be included in some
way. A solution would be a repository where services can export the values that are visible
and/or relevant to other services.
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Project

Source Code

Java Language

a.java
Location: src/a.java

int port
location: line 11

b.java
Location: src/b.java

String serviceDiscovery
location: line 23

Port

Service Discovery Location

Docker

Dockerfile

Location: dockerfile

EXPOSE
location: line 3

Eureka URL

External Eureka Configuration

Eureka

Mutable

False

change the URL

change

required

can’t change

read-only

option

Figure 3.7: Change of service discovery URL in the service.

3.2.1 Example

To implement our configuration network application prototype, we need a real-world ex-
ample of a microservice environment. We chose Kenny Bastani’s example project of a mi-
croservice environment [54] because it has a variety of services in a very minimal configu-
ration.

Wewill focus onBastani’s implementationof anEureka server instance,which canbe found
in discovery-microservice/. As shown in Listing 3, its source code consists only of
a minimal main function, three imports and two Spring Boot annotations. Since there is
almost no source code, themost probable errors that can occur are configuration errors.

The service’s directory also consists of a pom.xml and a dockerfile. Therefore, when
constructing the configuration network we will get three top-level concepts below the root
project node: Maven, Source Code and Docker (see Figure 3.8). In the following we will
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package services;

import ... SpringApplication;
import ... SpringBootApplication;
import ... EnableEurekaServer;

@SpringBootApplication
@EnableEurekaServer
public class Application {

public static void main(String[] args) {
SpringApplication.run(Application.class, args);

}
}

Listing 3: Source code for the Eureka instance.

discuss these three subgraphs to construct the complete configuration network.

Eureka

Source CodeMaven Docker

Figure 3.8: Eureka microservice root and top-level concepts.

First, we analyze the Maven concept (see Figure 3.9). For now, we will skip the build part,
whichconsistsofpluginsused forbuilding the service. The importantparts for theconstruc-
tion of our network are the artifactId, the packaging, and the version. From the
combination of those three configuration items, we can directly deduce the binary name,
which will be <artifactId>-<version>.<packaging>.

Then, we analyze the Docker concept (see Figure 3.10). It consists of a single artifact node
for the dockerfile, containing option nodes for the occurring Docker instructions. The
internal port and the protocol are implicitly defined by omitting their values in theEXPOSE
instruction. It has some internal dependencies between some of the instructions. For ex-
ample, theADD instruction copies the binary of the service into the container asapp.jar.
Therefore, all following instructions will refer to this name of the microservice.

Now, we can create edges for dependencies between Docker and Maven. As mentioned
earlier, thepom.xml gives us information about the binary name, whichwill be used in the
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Maven

pom.xml

Location: pom.xml

artifactId
Location: line 6

packaging
Location: line 8

version
Location: line 7

dependencies
Location: line 20

build
Location: line 27

plugins
Location: line 28

Spring Cloud Starter

Location: line 21

parent
Location: line 10

properties
Location: line 16

Artifact Name

discovery-microservice

Packaging

jar

Project Version

0.1.0

Executable Name

Location: line 6-8

Executable Name

discovery-microservice-0.1.0.jar

Figure 3.9: Maven subnetwork for Eureka microservice.

dockerfile’s FROM instruction. Additionally, the second parameter of ENTRYPOINT
depends on the packaging, defined in the Maven build file.

The Source Code concept has a subconcept for the Spring library. The imports and annota-
tionsset some options implicitly, which we skip here.

Spring applications can be configured in theapplication.yml andbootstrap.yml.
That is, the inclusion of the Spring libraries adds dependencies in our network from the
Spring imports and annotations to the options of the configuration artifacts.
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Docker

dockerfile
Location:

/src/main/docker/dockerfile

ADD
Location: line 3

RUN
Location: line 4

ENTRYPOINT
Location: line 6

EXPOSE
Location: line 5

VOLUME
Location: line 2

FROM
Location: line 1

Docker Image Name

java:8

Docker Volume

/tmp

Executable Name

discovery-microservice-0.1.0.jar

Internal Executable Name

app.jar

Docker RUN command

bash -c 'touch /app.jar'

Exposed Port

8761

Protocol

TCP

Entrypoint Command

java

Parameter 1

-Djava.security[...]

Parameter 2

-jar

Parameter 3

/app.jar

Figure 3.10: Docker subnetwork for Eureka microservice with internal dependencies.

3.3 Implementation

To evaluate the practicality of configuration networks, we build a prototype in the Python
3 programming language. We chose Python 3, because it is a very popular programming
language, which means that a lot of useful libraries are available. In specific, we used the
networkx library to construct our graphs. It also provides functions to draw the graphs
with matplotlib. Python is also reasonably fast since most libraries use C-functions for
performance critical code.

3.3.1 Network Construction

This prototype processes a Git repository and builds a network of root, concept, artifact,
option and SCI nodes from the tracked file blobs of the HEAD commit. To construct the
network, the prototype searches the blobs for artifacts that denote the existence of a con-
cept, for example adockerfile for Docker or apom.xml forMaven. These configuration
files are parsed to extract the corresponding subnetwork of option and SCI nodes. Thenwe
search for the occurrence of configuration options that lead to other concepts, for example
a dependency element in the pom.xml (see Listing 4) and add other concept nodes to the
root.
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<dependency>
<groupId>com.netflix.zuul</groupId>
<artifactId>zuul-core</artifactId>
<version>2.1.2</version>

</dependency>

Listing 4: Include Zuul with Maven [55]

For composed values, such as the executable name that depends on the values of arti-
factId, version and packaging elements of the pom.xml, additional SCI nodes are
added to the network and connected to the SCI nodes of the values that compose the value
of the new node (see Figure 3.11).

Figure 3.11: Composing executable name from artifactId, version and packaging SCI nodes
of a pom.xml artifact node of the Maven concept.

After each artifact is converted to nodes, depending on the concept and file, links between
SCI nodes that have the same value are made.

Finally, all unprocessed concepts, e.g. thosewithout child nodes, are processed and further
links between SCI nodes are added.

3.3.2 Conflict Detection

To detect conflicts in the configuration we use the algorithm shown in Listing 5. First, the
implementation builds a new network with the current status of the blobs in the Git reposi-
tory. Then it iterates over all leaf option nodes of the old network. We call an option node a
leaf option node if its children are SCI nodes, that do not have an option node as their child,
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function DETECT_CONFLICTS(old_network, project_root)
new_network ← INITIALIZE_NETWORK(project_root)
options← GET_LEAF_OPTIONS(old_network)
for option in options do

conf_items← GET_SCI(option)
for sci in conf_items do

if sci ∈ new_network then
CHECK_NEIGHBORS(sci, new_network)

else
WARNING("SCI was removed from the network.")

end if
end for

end for
end function

function CHECK_NEIGHBORS(sci, new_network)
neighbors← GET_SCI_NEIGHBORS(sci)
for neighbor in neighbors do

if neighbor ∈ new_network then
new_neighbor ← neighbor ∈ new_network
if not ARE_CONNECTED(new_neighbor, sci) then

ERROR("Configuration conflict found.")
end if

else
WARNING("Neighbor was removed from the network.")

end if
end for

end function

Listing 5: Detecting changes in the configuration network.

e.g., are not composed to other SCI nodes. We do not need the non-leaf options, since their
configuration values are represented in the composed nodes. If the nodewas not in the old
network, we can skip it since it cannot have any conflicts in the new network and we will
assume it is correctly configured. For nodes that are found in the old network, we check
whether all SCI neighbors in the old network still exist and if they are still connected to the
node. When both conditions are satisfied, no configuration conflict occurred.

We use a subnetwork of our example service, consisting of a Maven and a docker concept
to explain the implementation of the conflict detection (see Figure 3.12).

Inour example, the leaf optionnodesare theoptionnodesExecutableName, ADD,RUN, and
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Figure 3.12: Initialized example subnetwork

ENTRYPOINT. For each SCI child node of an option, we search the new network for the cor-
respondingnode. We identify nodesby their nameswhichare constructedof thenode type,
theparent artifact, thepathofoptionsand thenameof theSCI. For example, the InternalEx-
ecutable node is named SCITEM::Dockerfile::ADD::InternalExecutable.

This would be the case if, for example, a developer changes the version element in the
pom.xml from 0.1.0 to 0.2.0 and applies the same change to the ADD instruction in
the Dockerfile. After the construction of the new network (see Figure 3.13), there are
no new SCI nodes and all SCI nodes have the same neighbours. The change of the values of
the two ExecutableName nodes has no effect on the network since both get reconnected.
This results in a correct configuration, therefore we do not need to display any errors or
warnings.

If a neighbor was removed from the network, we print an according warning message. In
ourexample this couldbedue toadeveloper removing theADD instructionentirely fromthe
Dockerfile (see Figure 3.14). This does not necessarily mean that the configuration is
wrong, but needs the reviewof thedeveloper in case theoptionwas removedbymistake.

If the neighbor does exist, but is not connected anymore, we print an error message, stat-
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Figure 3.13: No conflict in the new network

#!/bin/sh

detect_network_changes .configuration_network

Listing 6: Using our implementation in a simple Git pre-commit hook.

ing that the values of those options have to be changed such that they comply with each
other. For examplewhenadeveloper changes theversion element in thepom.xml from
0.1.0 to 0.2.0 like before, but does not applies the same change to the ADD instruction
in the Dockerfile (see Figure 3.15). We can look for the parent artifact node and the
parent option node to find the file and line number that have to be changed to resolve this
conflict. In this case the developer needs to change line 3 of the Dockerfile to ADD dis-
covery-microservice-0.2.0.jar app.jar.

Our detect_network_changes script returns with the exit code 1, Git will abort the
git commit command, when we detect a configuration conflict. This means that is easy
to integrate in existing development pipelines, because it can be used in a simple one-liner
Git pre-commit hook (see Listing 6).
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Figure 3.14: Removing the ADD instruction produces a warning

We also used thenetworkx library to plot the complete configuration networkwithmat-
plotlib (see Figure 3.16).

The current prototype only supports files in a Git repository, therefore we cannot track ex-
ternal configuration files. Because of this, attribute nodes are also unimplemented since
their main purpose is to mark external nodes as read-only.
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missing connection

Figure 3.15: The SCI nodes of ExecutableName and ADD are not connected anymore
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Figure
3.16:Plotofan

exam
ple

project.
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4 Evaluation

The goal of the evaluation is twofold: First, we want to determine whether we find config-
uration errors of known linked configuration items. Second, we are interested whether we
find configuration errors in the wild, that is, in a real-world software project.

We evaluated both projects on a machine with 32 GB RAM, an Intel Core i7-7700K 4.20 GHz
CPU, running a 64bit Linux distribution.

4.1 Artificial Configuration Errors

Inour first experimentweaimatevaluatingwhetherwecandetect configurationconflicts in
a controlled setting. For this project, each of our implemented concepts and configuration
files parsers have to be used for the network construction. It consists of a single Java file
where a Eureka discovery service is implemented with Spring libraries. The Spring compo-
nents are configured in application.yml and bootstrap.yml. To build the service,
a pom.xml is provided. This also defines the dependencies and the name of the service.
The repository also contains a Dockerfile for the deployment with Docker.

4.1.1 Setup

Wecheckedout the currentmaster branch (5e8dfa...) of Bastani’smicroservice demon-
stration [54] and copied the discovery-service folder in a new Git repository and ini-
tialized the configuration network with

$ initialize_network .

Then, we introduced several changes (as described below) and checked the configuration
network with
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$ detect_network_changes .configuration_network

We then introduced the following changes in the project:

1st change (conflict between Docker and Spring)
Theport onwhicha service is reachable is oneof its basic configurations. This port has tobe
defined at different places and these configurations have to be consistent. We changed the
valueof theEXPOSE instruction from8761 to8762 insrc/main/docker/Dockerfile.

Expected result:

• Warning that the EXPOSE option connected to the value 8761 was removed from
the network.

• Error for a conflict of the EXPOSE instruction with the port value 8761 in
src/main/resources/application.yml.

2nd change (fixes conflict from 1st change)
To fix the error from the first change, we we changed the value of the port in
src/main/resources/application.yml from 8761 to 8762.

Expected result:

• No errors or warnings.

3rd change (conflict between Maven and Docker)
The version of a binary can get updated multiple times during development. We changed
theversion element inpom.xml to0.2.0. This changes the compiledbinary nameand
therefore the option node for the executable name but not at the places where the binary
is reused in other concepts.

Expected result:

• Warning that the executable name option node connected to SCI discovery-mi-
croservice-0.1.0.jarwas removed from the network.

• Error that the ADD instruction has to be updated according to the value discov-
ery-microservice-0.2.0.jar of the executable name node.
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4th change (fixes conflict of 3rd change)
To fix the conflict from the third change, we updated the first parameter of the ADD instruc-
tion insrc/main/docker/Dockerfile todiscovery-microservice-0.2.0.jar.

Expected result:

• No errors or warnings.

5th change (Docker internal conflict)
To check the dependencies that Docker instructions can have to each other, we changed
the second parameter of ADD in src/main/docker/Dockerfile to service.jar.
With this change we renamed the executable in the Docker container to service.jar.
The old internal name still gets used by the RUN and ENTRYPOINT instructions.

Expected results:

• Warning that theADD node connected to valueapp.jarwas removed from the net-
work.

• Error that the RUN instruction in the Dockerfile has to be updated according to the
value service.jar of the ADD instruction.

• Error that theENTRYPOINT instruction in theDockerfile has tobeupdatedaccording
to the value service.jar of the ADD instruction.

6th change (fixes conflicts of 5th change)
We changed the parameter of RUN in src/main/docker/Dockerfile to bash -c
'touch /service.jar' and the parameter of ENTRYPOINT to /service.jar.

Expected result:

• No errors or warnings.

7th change (swap two Docker instructions)
Often, the order of Docker instructions does not matter. To test this, we swapped the posi-
tions of EXPOSE and RUN in src/main/docker/Dockerfile.

Expected result:

• No errors or warnings. because this should not change the network.
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8th change (adding new Docker instruction)
During development of a service, many new configurations will get added. We added EX-
POSE 1234 to src/main/docker/Dockerfile. This adds a new node that has no
dependencies to other nodes and therefore cannot produce any conflicts.

Expected result:

• No errors or warnings.

The first of these changes aimat producing conflicts in the configuration network by chang-
ing only one of two connected SCI nodes. We did this with the dependencies of three dif-
ferent combinations of concepts. After each of those changes, we introduced additional
changes to fix these conflicts. Finally, we also introduced two changes which should not
produce any conflicts.

4.1.2 Results

For our synthetic experiment, we were able to produce the expected output as follows:

1st change (conflict between Docker and Spring)
WARNING: Option src/main/docker/Dockerfile::EXPOSE == 8761 was

removed from src/main/docker/Dockerfile. Previous location was
in line line 5.

↪→

↪→

ERROR: File src/main/resources/application.yml, (location: line 2):
Value of option
`src/main/resources/application.yml::server::port` (8761) has to
be changed to fit value `8762` of option
`src/main/docker/Dockerfile::EXPOSE` (in line 5 of
src/main/docker/Dockerfile).

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

2nd change (fixes conflict on 1st change)
No errors or warnings.

3rd change (conflict between Maven and Docker)
Result:
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WARNING: Option pom.xml::artifactId::artifactId::ExecutableName ==
discovery-microservice-0.1.0.jar was removed from pom.xml.
Previous location was in line line 6, line 7, and line 8.

↪→

↪→

ERROR: File src/main/docker/Dockerfile, (location: line 3): Value of
option `src/main/docker/Dockerfile::ADD`
(discovery-microservice-0.1.0.jar) has to be changed to fit
value `discovery-microservice-0.2.0.jar` of option
`pom.xml::artifactId::artifactId::ExecutableName` (in line 6,
line 7, and line 8 of pom.xml).

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

4th change (fixes conflict of 3rd change)
No errors or warnings.

5th change (Docker internal conflict)
Result:

WARNING: Option src/main/docker/Dockerfile::ADD == app.jar was
removed from src/main/docker/Dockerfile. Previous location was
in line line 3.

↪→

↪→

ERROR: File src/main/docker/Dockerfile, (location: line 4): Value of
option `src/main/docker/Dockerfile::RUN` (bash -c 'touch
/app.jar') has to be changed to fit value `service.jar` of
option `src/main/docker/Dockerfile::ADD` (in line 3 of
src/main/docker/Dockerfile).

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

ERROR: File src/main/docker/Dockerfile, (location: line 6): Value of
option `src/main/docker/Dockerfile::ENTRYPOINT` (/app.jar) has
to be changed to fit value `service.jar` of option
`src/main/docker/Dockerfile::ADD` (in line 3 of
src/main/docker/Dockerfile).

↪→

↪→

↪→

↪→

6th change (fixes conflicts of 5th change)
No errors or warnings.
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7th change (swap two Docker instructions)
No errors or warnings.

8th change (adding new Docker instruction)
No errors or warnings.

Summary
In summary,wecould verify that ournetwork is capableof detectingall configurationerrors
as expected. The time needed for the analysis is marginal considering the network size.
Hence, we conclude that our technique can be useful in practice whenwe complement the
network with additional links of configuration options.

4.2 Real-World Project

Todeterminewhetherourprototypecandetect real-world configurationproblems,we took
Jonas Hecht’s cxf-spring-cloud-netflix-docker [56]. We also wanted to know what addi-
tionalmisconfiguration types have to be checked in future version of our configuration net-
work approach. The original purpose of the project was to show how to combine Spring
Boot applications with Spring Cloud, Docker, and microservice-related tools from Netflix.
We chose this project because it uses common technologies, which can give us a good feed-
back in how our prototype performs in the real world.

4.2.1 Setup

We checked out the master branch of the project and used a script (see Listing 7) to go
through all commits of themaster branch. At each commit, we called our conflict-detection
mechanism, printed the output and measured the time it took, and then went to the next
commit. The network we created consists of about 3,800 nodes.

4.2.2 Results and Discussion

Unfortunatly, our prototype produced only some warnings, but we could not find any con-
figurationconflicts in thisproject. Weasked thedeveloperof theproject inasemi-structured
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#!/bin/sh

# Traverses through the master branch of a Git repository and
# tries to detect configuration errors.

GITCOMMAND='git checkout'
INITIALIZE='time(initialize_network .)'
DETECT='time(detect_network_changes .configuration_network)'

eval 'git checkout master'

COMMITS=$(git log --reverse master --pretty=format:"%H")

FIRST=true
for c in $COMMITS
do

echo ''
eval "$GITCOMMAND $c"
echo "git commit $c"

if [ "$FIRST" = true ]
then
echo "initializing network..."
eval "$INITIALIZE"
FIRST=false

else
echo "detecting conflicts..."
eval "$DETECT"
echo "updating network..."
eval "$INITIALIZE"

fi
done

Listing 7: Script for checking every commit of themaster branch for configuration conflicts.
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interview about the correctness of our findings. He confirmed that these types of errors are
not present in this project. Interestingly, the developer added that the demo projects, such
as the project we chose, and highly stared projects on Github are unlikely to contain such
errors. Their purpose is to show best practices and proof of concepts, therefore they are
often very simplistic and well tested.

The errors that we can find with our current prototype can often be found by testing. For
example, if a port is wrongly configured, the service does not work. Nevertheless, the de-
veloper believes that our approachmight find the errors faster sincewe do not have to start
the whole microservice environment. Moreover, when no or insufficient tests are present
or performed, our approach still works. Additionally, he confirmed that our tool can be
useful for real-world projects with average developers, because in his daily work as an IT
consultant he encounters a lot of similar errors at real-world projects.

On the first commits, the error detection andnetwork update took less than 0.5 seconds, on
later commitswhere the network contained 3,000 nodes andmore the detection tookmore
than 2.3 seconds. On bigger projects or when more concepts are implemented and there-
foremore nodes are added to the graph, we expect an even higher processing time,making
the integration as a pre-commit hook not yet ready without further optimizations.

4.2.3 Threats to Validity

In the following, we will discuss the threats to the validity of our evaluation, based on the
implementation of our prototype and our chosen test projects.

Internal Validity
For the first project, we used only manually added configuration changes. These are the
kinds of changes we thought of when implementing our concept parsers for the prototype.
There might be other projects using the same concepts but with more sophisticated op-
tions that require changing our algorithms because they are impossible to implement oth-
erwise.

External Validity
Weonly used one real-world project to test our approach in detail. This service could be not
representative for the majority of microservice projects. On the contrary, when comparing
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the second project with other highly starred repositories one can see that these often have
a very similar structure. Also, the interviewwith the developer confirms the validity ouf our
approach.
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5 Conclusion

We developed a graph-based approach for detecting cross-component configuration er-
rors and recommending solutions, called configuration networks. Once these configura-
tion networks are built, the conflict detection mechanism can find conflicts by comparing
two networks while being agnostic of the details of the used technologies’ configuration
options.

While we cannot solve any real-word configuration problems yet, our experiments as well
as the interviewwith a developer show that our configuration network approach is feasible
in theory and has already shown promising results. If technology that is used in microser-
vices in production is translated to a network and connections between nodes that share a
configuration can be made, we are very optimistic that our approach will work whenmore
concepts are implemented.

Our current prototype is able to solve some basic configuration conflicts where the same
property is is some way directly shared between two artifacts. This can be improved in the
future by implementing more concepts and parsers for their corresponding configuration
files. More complex problems such as database connection limit and PHP timeout as men-
tioned in the introduction of this thesis, where configuration files are not available in the
same Git repository and affect each other only indirectly, are not considered yet.

5.1 Future Work

This section outlines directions for future work, such as which problems of the prototype
have to be fixed and which features should be implemented.

5.1.1 File Renaming

In the current implementation we are not able to track the renaming of files. The renaming
of anartifact results in changednamesof all followingnodes, such thatwecannot find them
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on the conflict detectionmechanism. Since wework on Git repositories, we should be able
to get the necessary renaming informations from Git.

5.1.2 Extending the Implementation

The configuration network implementation has to be extended with parser for more con-
cepts and the existing parsers have to be extended to detectmore connections betweenSCI
nodes.

5.1.3 Adding New Incorrect Options

When an invalid configuration node is added to the network, we cannot detect this as an
error. Suppose, there is a microservice project with only one service A. Later, the devel-
oper adds another service B and copies the Dockerfile from service A which contains
ADD target/serviceA.jar and does not adjust this line for the new Dockerfile
for service B. When constructing the new network, no conflicts are detected and a new
connection between the ADD instructions of both Dockerfiles are made. Then, if a de-
veloper corrects thismistake, for example by changingADD target/serviceA.jar to
ADD target/serviceB.jar our network identifies this as a conflict. While this is the
correct behaviour for our network, it is not a real error. We have to find a mechanism to
improve this behaviour.

5.1.4 Performance

When we tried to test our prototype with bigger projects, we got configuration networks
with 3000 nodes or more. The initialization of the network and the detection of conflicts
then each takes a few seconds. When we want to use our approach in production, for ex-
ample as a Git pre-commit hook, it is preferable to have a run time of 0.5 seconds or less,
to not interrupt the developer. The visualization of the networks takes several minutes and
if we havemore than about 3500 nodes matplotlib can take over an hour to compute a
layout for the network and then is still not able to draw it.

To tackle these problems, we have to update our implementation. We can look into more
performant programming languages such as C++ or Rust. Additionally, we can replace our
data structure for our network with a graph-optimized database, such as Neo4j [57].
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5.1.5 Source Code Parser

Parsing source code for option and configuration nodes ismuch harder than configuration-
specific formats. One problem is that configurations can be composed of different state-
ments in more than one line, for instance:

LOCATION=$PROTOCOL + "://" + $HOST + ":" + $PORT + $FILEPATH

5.1.6 Plugin API

Providing an API for developers of microservices related tools for our implementation is
very important. Developers of those tools have to be able to easily write plugins for our
configuration networks. To achieve this, we have to think about a classification mecha-
nism with which the type on an configuration can be described. The goal is that for ex-
ample Docker developers can specify that the EXPOSE instructions adds a configuration
for a port. Then, we can connect port configurations with the same values during our net-
work initialization. These types should be independent from the actual implementation of
concepts, such that a developer for a new concept plugin does not have to look into the
implementations of all other plugins.

5.1.7 Feedback from Microservice Developers

Finally, the most important step before doing any further development on the prototype,
is to interview developers of real-work software systems usingmicroservices. Those devel-
opers are able to tell us about the problems occurring in the real world when developing
microservices. This way, we can determine in which direction we should develop our con-
figuration network approach.
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